
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
change coordinator. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for change coordinator

Assist with the development of reinforcement mechanisms and celebrations
of success
Work with the CMCT to integrate change management activities into the
overall project plan
Participate with the operations groups and other specialists to formulate
plans and activities to support project implementation
Collaborate with and develop strong relationships across all business areas
and support teams
Create reports on key statistics to support process improvement and other
recommendations to improve the change management process
Responsible for ensuring approved deliverables are consistent with the NYL
brand and style guides
Entry criteria needed to initiate the change control process
An approved plan of action with milestones for implementation, that provides
a sequence of events or steps for implementing and releasing the change
into the production environment, a roll-back plan, assigned roles and
responsibilities and post implementation validation (PIV) test plan
A completed test plan showing the results of testing the change in a pre-
production or staging environment
Approval from the application owner(s) affected by the change and the
business systems manager responsible for the application or system being
changed
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Ability to develop strong client relationships and to collaborate with project
teams and technology partners to ensure end-to-end quality of our services
IT infrastructure (ITIL Foundations is a plus)
Customer Relations / Global Delivery of services for customers
Preparation of complete and correct documentation of configuration items
related to contracts
Design workable methods to ensure that B2B - agreements (OLAs) are in
place
Provision of contractually defined reporting data with involved services


